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TL55144W

This appliance is intended to be used in households but is not intended to be 
used in applications such as;
– Staff kitchen areas in shops, offices and other working environments;
– Farm houses and by clients in hotels, motels and other residential type 
environments;
– Bed and breakfast type environments;
– Catering and similar non-retail applications



◆ The temperature selector knob is located on the right hand sidewall 
of the refrigerator interior Setting“Min”：Less Cool Temperature 
Setting“Med”：Normal Operation(adequate for most situations)
Setting“Max”：Coolest Temperature
◆ During high ambient temperatures e.g. on hot summer days. It may 
be necessary to set the thermostat to the Coolest setting(position“Max”).
This may cause the compressor running continuously in order to maintain 
a low temperature in the cabinet.
◆ For the first time you install your refrigerator, set the thermostat knob 
at “Med”.Give your refrigerator time to cool down completely before adding 
food. It is the best to wait 24 hours before adding food. The thermostat knob 
controls the temperature.
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Tools Required:Phillips style screwdriver / Flat blated screwdriver / Hexagonal spanner

1) Remove the right top hingercover .

2) Remove the screws fixed the top-hinge with cross-slot screwdriver.

3) Replace the top-hinge and the top-door limit block and the door bearing bush to the other side.
     A. Remove the nut with sleeve.Take off the washer then remove the axes to the other side and fixed.

     B. Remove the door limit block 

     C. Please taking out another door limit block, with screw mounting to the door

Right top hinger cover

Screw (two)



4) Disassemble the screws fixed the bottom-hinge with 
     cross-slot screwdriver .

7) Replace the top-hinge.

8) Set the top door right position,fix the 
     top-hinge and the cover.

9) Replace the leveler to the other side and adjust 
     it to make sure the cabinet level.

5) Replace the bottom hinge to the other side then fix it 
     with screws.

6) Set the door right position,fix the mid-hinge.

Note：the refrigerator-freezer incline angle less 45°

 

The screws 
fixed the 
bottom-hinge



Note: Figures in the user manual are only for reference.
         The actual product may differ slightly.
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